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Case Study: Reduce Shipping &
Receiving Time

Event Reporter: AccountMate
Synergy

Latin American Distributors is a major importer and
wholesale distributor based in New Jersey. They were in
need of a more efficient way to manage their fast-growing
inventory. They turned to their trusted AccountMate
Reseller - Microtask Consulting Inc - for help.

The AccountMate Synergy conference was a great
success! It was a great opportunity to catch up with our
existing resellers and meet many new faces.

Microtask Consulting recommended ACCU-DART - a
real-time inventory control solution - to improve operations.
After implementing the system in the warehouse, Latin
American were thrilled with the results!
Learn more about how ACCU-DART helped reduce
shipping and receiving time by reading the case study
here!

At Synergy, we learned all about the features of the
newest release as well as all the exciting innovations on
the horizon for AccountMate.
Congratulations AccountMate on all your future plans and
on a very successful conference!

Upcoming Events
Sage Insights New Zealand
November 15-17, 2012
Wellington, New Zealand

TPAC Conference
March 3-5, 2013
Vancouver, BC Canada
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ACCU-DART Partners with
EDISoft
ACCU-DART is proud to offer a new module for Sage 300
users that incorporates EDISoft’s Visual ASN solution.
EDISoft Merchant Suite of products is designed to provide
100% accuracy of orders and shipments by eliminating
the manual re-keying of ERP sales order data. Edisoft’s
solutions makes it as easy as a mouse click to receive,
process, and ship orders in your client’s warehouse or
manufacturing floor. EDISoft’s Visual ASN is integrated
seamlessly through the OE Sales Order and OE Shipment
modules in and Sage 300 ERP can be configured based
on a customer’s existing ERP compliance controls to
receive orders and create shipments from Sage 300 ERP.

ACCU-DART integrates directly with both Sage 300 ERP
and EDISoft’s Visual ASN solution, making it easy to
process transactions and prepare shipments all in one.
ACCU-DART scans and processes orders as usual,
while sending carton information to EDIsoft’s Visual ASN
system, which then completes the shipment:
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